Patterns of Practice in Mediastinal Lymph Node Staging for Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer in Canada.
Assessment of mediastinal lymph nodes is integral in staging patients with non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). This study delineated the lymph node staging practices of Canadian thoracic surgeons in patients with potentially resectable NSCLC. A questionnaire was distributed to Canadian Association of Thoracic Surgeons members (n = 86). Items addressed the use of imaging, thresholds/methods for preoperative invasive staging, and intraoperative node staging. Comparison was made against Canadian, American, and European guidelines. Forty-seven surgeons (55%) responded. Although most stated they derived practices from published guidelines, a significant proportion did not reflect those recommendations. Most respondents ordered a positron emission tomography scan for every patient (87.2%), and the same proportion (87.2%) performed invasive staging selectively, with a wide range of indications. The most common thresholds were suspicious nodes on imaging (80.5%), tumor within the central third of the lung (67.5%), and tumor exceeding 3 cm (34.2%). Endobronchial ultrasound, alone or with endoscopic ultrasound, was selected as the initial staging procedure of choice by 47.9%, and 43.5% selected mediastinoscopy first. Of surgeons selecting mediastinoscopy, 61.9% reported some barriers to performing endobronchial ultrasound. There was variability, between surgeons and between lobes, in which nodes respondents harvested intraoperatively for given lobectomies. A sizeable minority (13%) did not routinely harvest lymph nodes intraoperatively. Determining the appropriate treatment and prognosis of NSCLC patients relies on proper staging. Significant variability exists in node staging practices in Canada as well as divergence from guidelines. This may result in understaging or overstaging patients and inappropriate care.